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The Shibaura SR525HP-S is a high quality Fairway mower with a 45hp
Shibaura 4-cylinder Diesel Engine and a 2.5m cut
Features:


SUPER QUIET OPERATION





Precision Japanese quality manufacturing with the complete machine made by Shibaura.
CE Certified to mow safely on 20 degree slopes plus Certified ROPS and seat-belt standard
A 45hp (33.6kw) Shibaura 4-cylinder diesel engine that meets the stringent US EPA Interim Tier 3, as well as EU
DGXI Stage 3 Emission regulations and heavy-duty 2-stage remote air filter
Fully adjustable suspension seat with armrests and reclining lever for maximum operator comfort
Tilt steering wheel with telescopic shaft
Instrument Panel and blade engagement lever on steering console - Full instrumentation including, hourmeter,
temp, fuel, oil pressure and battery gauges, air cleaner restriction and parking brake warning lights, plus glow-plug
indicator. Fingertip variable reel lift and hold in any position.
Foot-controlled hydrostatic transmission. High range for travel, and Low range for mowing. Automatic 4WD or
full-time 4WD including diff-lock in low range. Auto hydraulic transfer to have equal traction on all wheels for a
better control. Excellently designed hydraulic drive system to minimise noise and maximise driveability
Hydraulic transmission braking stops the mower once the operator’s foot is removed from the pedal, even on steep
slopes, in forward or reverse
Wet disc, single pedal control brakes
Hydraulic power steering and reel lift, hydraulic drive to all reels
9-blade cutting reels with rear roller scrapers giving a total cutting width of 2.5m , (Option of 7 or 11)
Down pressure springs on each reel to improve cut quality
Option for forward or rear grass discharge
Unique skids on all cutting reels to avoid gouging on uneven ground
Backlapping with ease from controls near the operator’s seat
Individual Hydraulic Switch Valve to backlap any reel individually
The two rear cutting reels rotate easily to the side, simplifying adjustments
2 Year / 1,500 hour Commercial Warranty



















Fully Imported from Japan
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